We present the design, implementation, and evaluation of SysXCHG: a system call (syscall) filtering enforcement mechanism that enables programs to run in accordance with the principle of least privilege. In contrast to the current, hierarchical design of seccomp-BPF, which does not allow a program to run with a different set of allowed syscalls than its descendants, SysXCHG enables applications to run with “tight” syscall filters, uninfluenced by any future-executed (sub-)programs, by allowing filters to be dynamically exchanged at runtime during execve[@]. As a part of SysXCHG, we also present xfilter: a mechanism for fast filtering using a process-specific view of the kernel’s syscall table where filtering is performed. In our evaluation of SysXCHG, we found that our filter exchanging design is performant, incurring ≤ 1.71% slowdown on real-world programs in the PaSH benchmark suite, as well as effective, blocking vast amounts of extraneous functionality, including security-critical syscalls, which the current design of seccomp-BPF is unable to.

1 INTRODUCTION
Software has been progressively increasing in size and complexity. This trend can be attributed to several factors, including maintaining backwards compatibility with legacy code bases [82] and supporting a diverse set of features for growing, heterogeneous user-bases [39, 77, 81, 95]. The ramifications of this software bloat are twofold: (1) applications require an abundant set of OS services, delivered via the system call (syscall) API, to allocate memory, perform inter-process communication, make network connections, interact with the file system, etc., and (2) attackers are provided with additional avenues for abusing applications [2, 80]. Due to (1) and (2) above, the attack surface of an application (and the kernel) is enlarged [2], and hence an adversary has greater potential to exploit applications [18], after which they can also request a variety of kernel services to further elevate their privileges [61].

Moreover, userland programs have access to the entire syscall API by default, despite only requiring a fraction—across ≈30k binaries in Debian, the median syscall count per binary is 90 (≈26% of the total syscall API) and the 90th percentile is 145 (≈42%)—, resulting in over-privilege, or the expansion of a program’s functionality or abilities beyond what it requires for benign (i.e., non-adversarial) execution. This over-privilege exacerbates point (2) above, and it also allows an attacker to take full advantage of (1) by providing a rich post-exploitation arsenal, including privilege-exalation, by means of exploiting vulnerabilities in less-stressed syscalls [14, 15].

To limit the over-privilege of programs with respect to the syscall API, Linux introduced Seccomp BPF (seccomp-BPF) [99] to mediate access to syscalls at runtime. seccomp-BPF enables users to push BPF [69] programs into the kernel, which specify an action to take (e.g., “allow”, “block”, “log”) for a given syscall based on its number and arguments. The majority of programs regarding syscall filtering [8, 10, 18, 28, 29, 31, 51, 59, 76, 103, 104, 108] employ seccomp-BPF.

Problem #1: seccomp-BPF’s hierarchical design. seccomp-BPF suffers from a hierarchical design inherently over-privileging processes by allowing access to syscalls not required for their execution. Specifically, seccomp-BPF filters cannot be removed once installed, and they are inherited across process creation and program execution. As a result, the set of syscalls allowed by a process must include those required for the current program’s execution in addition to those required by descendant programs executed in the future via execve[@]. In general, this leads to over-privilege.

Solution #1: SysXCHG. To improve upon the aforementioned limitation(s) of seccomp-BPF, we present SysXCHG: a policy enforcement mechanism that allows dynamic switching of syscall filters at runtime in accordance with the principle of least privilege (PoLP) [88]. SysXCHG centers around a new concept called exec filters that are syscall filters, including, but not limited to, seccomp-BPF filters, which are embedded in binaries and installed automatically when the OS loads/executes the corresponding program. Using this primitive, SysXCHG introduces a new exchange model that differs from seccomp-BPF’s default, over-privileged inheritance model, by exchanging any previously installed exec filters with the exec filters embedded in the soon-to-be-executed program. SysXCHG’s exchange model allows a program to run with a syscall set specific to its own functionality, uninfluenced by any programs executed in the future. SysXCHG also accounts for developer-intended semantics and compatibility with legacy code bases by preventing any manual filters—i.e., those installed by a developer—from being removed, maintaining compatibility with the default inheritance model.
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This allows for refinement of an application’s syscall set beyond what is imposed by any exec filters. Additionally, to ensure that an attacker cannot tamper with exec filters, potentially increasing their privilege, SysXCHG binds exec filters to binaries with cryptographic signatures, guaranteeing immutability.

**Problem #2: seccomp-BPF’s filter-install time.** Recent work in syscall filtering [8, 10, 18, 28, 29, 31, 51, 59, 103, 104] primarily uses syscall numbers while filtering, which largely eliminates the need for most of seccomp-BPF’s argument-filtering infrastructure. To address this problem, kernel developers introduced a bitmap cache positioned at the entry-point of seccomp-BPF, which, in the best case, can quickly allow a syscall, preventing all installed filter programs from running in order to reach a decision. Alas, to update the bitmap cache when a filter is installed, the execution of the filter is *emulated* for each necessary syscall, resulting in a large increase to cold-start (i.e., no previous filters are installed) install times: \(\approx 42\%\) to \(\approx 363\%\) (§6.1.3).

**Solution #2: xfilter.** SysXCHG introduces an optimized installation and filtering mechanism called *express filter*, or \(xfilter\) for short, which addresses the weaknesses in seccomp-BPF’s filter installation procedure. Rather than relying on emulation, \(xfilter\) determines the “allow/deny” information statically and encodes it in a new type of filter that, when installed, removes the need for seccomp-BPF entirely when conducting syscall-number-based filtering. At a high-level, this new enforcement mechanism works by creating separate, process-specific views of the global syscall table, where filtering is performed by replacing syscall handlers with error stubs. Thus, in addition to reducing the filter installation time, when compared with seccomp-BPF, it also offers a filtering shortcut, removing the need for additional function calls in the hot-path of syscall entry that are required for filtering with seccomp-BPF.

**Performance.** We conducted a performance evaluation of SysXCHG to measure the overhead associated with: (1) using exec filters versus manual filters, (2) installing seccomp-BPF filters versus \(xfilter\) filters (\(xfilters\)), (3) using seccomp-BPF versus \(xfilter\) to filter, and finally, (4) exchanging both seccomp-BPF filters and \(xfilters\) at runtime. Regarding (1), the difference between the two filter types was negligible across SPEC CPU 2017 being \(\approx 0.44\%\) for exec and manual seccomp-BPF filters, and \(\leq 0.36\%\) for exec and manual \(xfilters\). We evaluated (2) with a small microbenchmark that measured the time it takes for a filter-installing syscall to complete. This revealed that \(xfilter\) can reduce filter installation time, when compared with seccomp-BPF, between \(\approx 76\%\) and \(\approx 97\%\) over SPEC CPU 2017 and a set of real-world applications. We also used these benchmark programs to evaluate (3), where we found the overhead associated with \(xfilter\) (\(\approx 0\%\) to 1.11\%) was on par with, or better than, the overhead of seccomp-BPF (\(\approx 0\%\) to 1.08\%). Finally, to evaluate (4), we used the PaSH [46] benchmark suite, where we found that filter exchanging is performant regardless of whether seccomp-BPF or \(xfilter\) is employed. PaSH macrobenchmarks showed seccomp-BPF overheads ranging from \(\approx 0\%\) to 2.74\%, and \(xfilter\) overheads ranging from \(\approx 0\%\) to 1.71\%. Notably, \(xfilter\) outperformed seccomp-BPF in nearly all benchmarks.

**Effectiveness.** Finally, we examined the effectiveness of filter exchanging from a security standpoint, in both a quantitative and qualitative way, using the PaSH benchmark suite.

Our quantitative approach calculated the magnitude of additional syscalls a program must run with to support its execution, as well as any future executed programs, under the inheritance model. These additional syscalls we deem over-privilege, which SysXCHG’s exchange model completely removes from a given program’s allowed syscall set. Notably, we found that the common, real-world programs found in the PaSH benchmarking suite can be grossly over-privileged under the currently employed inheritance model, in some cases allowing up to 113.73\% more syscalls than what is needed. Our qualitative approach examines the functionality obtained by an attacker that has access to this additional set of syscalls, as well as whether any syscalls in the set are security-critical. We found that the majority of programs that execute others contain security-critical syscalls and a large body of functionality—both of which are the sole result of the inheritance model. Switching to SysXCHG’s exchange model remedies this problem, and importantly, it does so efficiently, with negligible performance overhead.

**2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK**

**2.1 Syscalls and Syscall Filtering**

In contemporary OSES, when an application requires a *service* from the underlying kernel—such as spawning additional processes, allocating memory, accessing the filesystem, or making network connections—it makes a request through the *syscall API*. On the x86-64 architecture, syscalls are *software interrupts* that trap to kernel mode to perform some *privileged* operation before returning to the result to userland. Importantly, Linux kernel v6.0.8 provides 361 syscalls—396 if legacy x86-32 syscalls are included—without any default restrictions on what syscalls a process can make.

*Syscall interception* takes advantage of the well-defined interface boundary between the OS kernel and userland to attach additional functionality to the entry or exit path of syscalls. As meaningful changes to the system are performed via syscalls, interposing on this boundary provides visibility into how a process interacts with the system, which can inform modifications of the requested services. For example, syscalls can be intercepted and extended to provide new filesystem facilities [3], portable execution environments [37, 50], record-replay debuggers [87], multi-variant execution systems [53], intrusion detection systems [38, 60], and more [4, 30, 45, 52, 56, 91]. Importantly, syscall interposition can be used to filter syscalls according to a given policy, reducing a process’ privilege by confining its set of allowed functionality (with regards to the syscall API) to what is necessary for its operation. Syscall filtering designs can be classified according to where/how policy decisions are made and enforced, and fall into three main categories. Namely, decision and enforcement either: (1) both occur in *user mode*; (2) both occur in *kernel mode*; or (3) are split between the domains in (1) and (2).

**User Mode.** A standard way both policy decisions and enforcement are carried-out in userland is with process tracing utilities provided by the kernel: namely, the /proc pseudo file system [64] or the ptrace syscall. These allow one user process (the *tracer*) to control the execution of one or more other processes (the *tracees*), providing a mechanism to filter syscalls. Prior work [34, 42] used these utilities to hook syscall entry and exit, examine syscall numbers and arguments, and modify/block syscalls.
This approach: (1) provides a solution that is easy to test and deploy (i.e., no superuser privilege or kernel recompilation is required); and (2) incurs no additional code (that is executed) in kernel mode, where vulnerabilities can have greater repercussions [49, 61]. Nonetheless, this approach has not achieved widespread adoption due to poor performance and security: syscall entry and exit hooks in the kernel trampoline execution to the tracer process requiring four additional context switches (two for both the entry and exit hooks); while both the tracer and the traces execute at the same privilege level, thus making bypassing policy enforcement easier.

Dune [5] provides a unique approach to filtering syscalls in userland. By exposing privileged hardware features to user processes, Dune is able to divide a program’s address space into two halves operating at different privilege levels. When the main program running in the lesser privileged half invokes a syscall, control flow is trampoline to a syscall handler in the more privileged half (by manipulating page tables to map the custom syscall handler on demand) where an appropriate action can be taken. The main disadvantage of Dune is its reliance on hardware-assisted virtualization. **Kernel Mode.** Moving policy decision-making and enforcement into the kernel allows for optimal performance as well as greater visibility and control over the system. Several implementations [11, 23, 48, 70, 104] use kernel modules to extend the kernel’s syscall handling functionality, while others [6, 31, 59, 62, 76, 83, 93] modify the kernel’s source code directly. Most kernel-based syscall filtering approaches [8, 10, 18, 28, 29, 51, 59, 76, 103, 104, 108] rely on Linux’s Seccomp BPF infrastructure [99].

**Hybrid.** The final category splits policy decision-making and enforcement across different domains. Systrace [79] and Janus [25] are two influential hybrid schemes that extend the kernel to query a user-mode policy daemon to inform how the kernel should handle a given syscall. A related design, Ostia [26], uses a kernel module to prevent a given application from performing syscalls that access sensitive resources, instead trampolining control flow back to userland where a daemon process safely performs the syscall on the application’s behalf. This “delegating” hybrid architecture has also been used to perform syscall filtering in PKU-based memory isolation systems, such as Jenny [89]. Finally, Onoue et al. [74] proposed a hybrid scheme that conducts policy enforcement in a hypervisor and policy deliberation in an isolated, purpose-specific virtual machine. Overall, while hybrid designs can minimize the amount of code added to sensitive areas, their designs often require multiple context switches, resulting in suboptimal performance [25, 26, 79].

For each syscall made, the kernel passes the syscall’s context (i.e., syscall number, architecture, instruction pointer at the time of the syscall, and register arguments) to the BPF program, which determines the appropriate action (e.g., kill the process making the syscall, return an error value, log the syscall, or allow the syscall).

Multiple BPF programs can be installed simultaneously, forming a stack, where the most recently-installed program is executed first. To determine the action for a given syscall when multiple filter programs are installed, the syscall is filtered through every program and the least permissive action is used. Since filter programs are typically large sequences of conditionals—seccomp-BPF uses cBPF (classic BPF), which only allows forward-directed branches [43]—executing every BPF program for every syscall can result in sub-par performance [93]. However, programs can be optimized by employing a skip list [18], and recently, Linux v5.11 added a bitmap cache to seccomp-BPF’s architecture, where syscalls that are allowed based solely on (syscall) number are added to a bitmap, which is queried to determine if the BPF program(s) need(s) to run [106]. Recent work [8, 10, 18, 28, 29, 51, 59, 103, 104] generates filters mostly using syscall numbers, greatly benefiting from the bitmap cache.

Unfortunately, seccomp-BPF suffers from over-privilege due to its hierarchical and append-only design: a process inherits filters across [v]fork and clone, and retains filters when the process’ image is replaced with another via execve[at]. More specifically, a field in the Linux kernel’s struct task_struct maintains a set of seccomp-BPF programs, which remains unchanged when a new program is executed or is copied to a new struct task_struct when a new process is forked. Given this inheritance model, additional filters can only be installed to further constrain the allowed syscall set; thus, to prevent breaking an application, processes must initially allow all of the syscalls required throughout their (and their children’s) lifetime. This set may contain syscalls the current program does not require, but are included for a succeeding program, resulting in over-privilege of the current program [18, §3.2].

### 2.3 Syscall Filtering Policies

**execve Semantics.** The execve and execveat syscalls are used to execute a program, replacing the current, calling program with a new one (in addition to initializing new stack, heap, and data segments). Importantl, execve[at] does not create a new process—the job of clone and [v]fork—, rather, it only changes the process’ image, retaining the “shell” of the process, which includes, in part, its PID, open file descriptors, and any installed seccomp-BPF filters (§2.2). In terms of syscall filtering, execve[at] poses a design challenge as policies of the current and new programs may differ with respect to the functionality they are blocking. Some syscall filtering schemes, such as seccomp-BPF [99], only allow for privilege reduction, creating a situation where a program’s installed policy must be a superset of all subsequently-executed programs—which can later refine the policy—, potentially resulting in over-privilege of any program that calls execve[at]. Other schemes [11, 42, 74, 79] allow a new policy to replace the current policy when a new program is executed, possibly expanding the privilege of the new program. Nevertheless, these designs do not verify the integrity of installed policies, allowing an adversary to tamper with policies and maliciously give a program additional privileges.
Policy Storage. Storage and integrity of syscall policies are fundamental security considerations for the enforcement mechanisms discussed in Section 2.1. In general, policies are stored in one of three ways: (1) as separate files, or modules, from the binary they enforce [6, 11, 18, 23, 25, 26, 34, 42, 59, 70, 74, 79], (2) encoded in the binary as an implicit policy [48, 83], or (3) attached to the binary [10, 62], creating a policy-bearing executable in the spirit of DuVarney et al. [20]. While there is more book-keeping involved in schemes that use separate policy files, neither approach is inherently more secure—both suffer from the inability to detect policy tampering. Currently, there has been no scheme that incorporates integrity checking of policies before they are applied at runtime.

2.4 Integrity Measurement Architecture
The Linux Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) was first added to the kernel as a part of the integrity subsystem, in v2.6.30, to detect file corruption [47]. The initial components, largely based on the work of Sailer et al. [86], allow a remote host to verify file integrity using a hardware (e.g., TPM-based) root of trust. Linux v3.3 added the extended verification module (EVM) to IMA, which detects modifications to a file’s metadata (e.g., inode number; file owner, group, and mode; and LSM-related extended attributes), offering enhanced protection. EVM computes an HMAC, or signed hash, over a given file’s metadata and stores it in the security.evm extended attribute. security.evm can then later be used to verify the integrity of the file’s extended attributes. IMA was again extended in Linux v3.7 with an enforcement mechanism known as appraisal that provides integrity checks for (local) file systems.Offline, file hashes are signed and stored in a security ima extended attribute of the corresponding file. After rebooting the system into appraisal’s enforcement mode, opening a file that matches the installed IMA policy will be subject to verification of the digital signature in security ima. Attempting to open a file that was unintentionally or maliciously altered after measurement (i.e., hashing and signing) will result in a failed integrity check and access denial.

3 THREAT MODEL
Adversarial Capabilities. We assume an adversary targeting userland applications (primarily, but not exclusively, written in C/C++ and/or ASM) that possess the ability to issue system calls. The attacker is able to exercise vulnerabilities in an application’s main executable or dependent, shared libraries, modules, add-ons, etc., to consequently exploit the victim program and make arbitrary syscalls. Importantly, we do not constrain (1) the types of vulnerabilities (abused by the attacker—e.g., spatial/temporal memory errors [71, 72, 98]; logic errors, such as missing authorization/authentication checks [16, 94]; or discarded returned (error) values [35, 105]), nor (2) the applied exploitation technique—e.g., code injection, code reuse, data, block-oriented programming, data-only attacks [12, 19, 33, 40, 41, 90, 92, 107]. Ultimately, we assume an attacker that can achieve arbitrary code execution and/or issue arbitrary syscalls with the intent to increase their privilege [61] or request services from the OS [18]. More formally, an attacker is able to repeatedly (if required) invoke any syscall, with arbitrary arguments of their choosing, at arbitrary times. Overall, the adversarial capabilities we consider are on par with the state-of-the-art, practice regarding syscall filtering [9, 13, 18, 27–29, 59, 75].

Hardening Assumptions. We require a Linux kernel with support for seccomp-BPF [99] and a digital signature mechanism to sign binaries, such as IMA [47], and we assume the two can not be disabled. Further, we assume that target applications contain benign code. Standard userland hardening schemes—e.g., non-executable memory [65], stack/heap canaries [17], ASLR [22], code diversification [54, 58, 101], CFI [1, 24, 100, 109], CPI [57], and protection against data-only attacks [78]—are orthogonal to our scheme: we neither preclude nor depend on them. Finally, we deem side-channel [36] and microarchitectural attacks [9, 21] out of scope. Given the above, an attacker is still able to take full control of a userland process to execute arbitrary syscalls in an attempt to either: (1) elevate their privileges by finding and exercising vulnerabilities in syscalls [61], or (2) maliciously request unintended services from the OS under the guise of a benign process [18] (e.g., use the setxattr syscall to set a file’s extended attributes).

4 DESIGN
The goal of SysXCHG is to reduce a program’s allowed set of syscalls to those required for operation, in accordance with the PoLP [88]. The effect of this is twofold: (1) it reduces the potential of an attacker escalating their privileges by exploiting vulnerabilities in less-stressed syscalls [61], and (2) it reduces the functionality available to an attacker after they have taken control of a process [18]. Modern approaches to filtering syscalls [8, 10, 18, 28, 29, 31, 51, 59, 76, 103, 104, 108] typically rely on seccomp-BPF, despite its inherent hierarchical design, leading to over-privilege (§2.2). The over-privilege of this inheritance model is exemplified in Figure 1a: program A must allow all syscalls in its syscall set, SA, as well as those for programs B and C which are executed subsequently. This results in A allowing SB, SC, and SA, despite only needing SA for its own execution—a gross violation of PoLP. When program B is executed, it can refine the set of allowed syscalls, getting rid of SA, but it must keep SC, resulting in another violation.

![Figure 1: Syscall filtering models (inheritance vs. exchange).](image-url)
In this example, only C runs with the least amount of syscalls required for benign execution. Notably, we assume that \( S_A \supseteq \{ S_A, S_C \} \) and \( S_B \supseteq S_C \); i.e., a program’s syscall set is not a superset of its descendants. We found this to be predominantly the case in practice (§6.2.1). Hence, the scenario presented in Figure 1a holds true regardless of the exact means used for extracting/specifying \( S_A \), \( S_B \), and \( S_C \); that is, irrespective of how “strict” or “loose” these sets are (due to the specifics of the underlying techniques used for extracting/specifying them), seccomp-BPF always results in over-privilege when execve is involved [18].

Our design of SysXCHG offers an alternative to the strict inheritance model of seccomp-BPF: the exchange model. Under the exchange model, programs are associated with one or more exec filters, which are installed during execve@[at], replacing any exec filters the old program (i.e., the one that invoked execve@[at]) previously installed, as shown in Figure 1b. To maintain developer-intended semantics, any installed manual filters—i.e., those a developer installed with seccomp or prctl)—adhere to the inheritance model and are never exchanged throughout the lifetime of the process. This allows for the exec filters to reduce the set of allowed syscalls down to a safe/better approximation for each individual program, while the manual filters define filtering rules that last the lifetime of the process, potentially spanning the execution of multiple programs. Therefore, with SysXCHG, a program that requires fewer syscalls than its predecessors does not need to allow a union of its syscall set and the syscall sets of all programs it executes in the future, as would be the case with seccomp-BPF’s inheritance model. Finally, to prevent an attacker from tampering with exec filters, we embed them in their respective (ELF) binaries and sign/appraise these binaries using the Linux IMA subsystem (§2.4).

4.1 Exec Filters

SysXCHG defines two types of filters: (1) manual filters which are intentionally installed by a developer with prctl or seccomp, and (2) exec filters which are installed automatically when a program is executed with execve@[at]. We associate a given exec filter with a corresponding binary by embedding the filter in the latter. Later, when the binary is executed, the kernel extracts the exec filter and applies it, enabling enforcement. The exec filter is central to the design of SysXCHG as it enables its filter exchanging paradigm (§4.2). The remainder of this subsection details the design of exec filters according to the standard inheritance model of seccomp-BPF. Subsequently, in Section 4.2, we elaborate on the usefulness of exec filters and how they empower filter exchanging.

Extraction and Embedding. In an initial, offline phase of SysXCHG shown in steps ① and ② of Figure 2, a syscall policy for a given ELF binary is extracted, formatted into a seccomp-BPF program, and embedded in the binary. Since our design focuses on syscall filtering enforcement, it is agnostic to the technique(s) used for extracting a program’s syscall set (step ①). Although, preferably, the method of choice should derive complete syscall sets, with few false positives (i.e., syscalls the program does not use) to prevent program breakage and reduce over-privilege. The policy that results from syscall extraction is then fed to a program that crafts a corresponding seccomp-BPF program and embeds it in the target binary (step ②). Specifically, the length and contents of the BPF program (i.e., struct sock_fprog) are stored in a new ELF section, dubbed .filter, which is marked read-only and non-allocatable. In the case that multiple policies should be applied to a binary, either: (1) the policies can be merged into a single seccomp-BPF program, or (2) multiple seccomp-BPF programs (and their lengths) can be generated and stored in the .filter section consecutively. Additionally, we do not place any requirements on the type (filtering based on syscall number, arguments, etc.) of seccomp-BPF programs stored in the .filter section and used as exec filters.

Ideally, all of a system’s binaries would carry exec filters that automatically constrain their privilege when executed. Consequently, our embedding design is largely motivated by compatibility with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) binaries: we use binary (ELF) rewriting [102] to add the .filter section, avoiding any requirement on source code or toolchain modifications, and we do not require the enforced binary to load or run any additional code to install filters and attain protection, as is the case with most modern enforcement schemes [10, 18]. Our design can be employed by vendors distributing software or end users, with the latter protecting individual binaries or integrating our design into package managers to protect binaries as a step in their install process [54].

Inheritance Model Enforcement. Once filter extraction and embedding are complete, the system can enter an online phase where enforcement occurs. During this phase, a SysXCHG-aware kernel searches all executed ELF binaries for a .filter section while parsing the program and setting up its address space. If the section is found, its contents are extracted and installed normally using the standard seccomp-BPF install pathway. Namely, when the inheritance model is used, there is no difference in the installation procedure between exec and manual filters: they both act to only further restrict the set of allowed symscaps. Additionally, symscaps that are allowed based solely on number (and architecture) are added to a bitmap cache (§2.2) and filter programs are just-in-time (JIT) compiled (if specified by the kernel’s configuration) [18].

4.2 Filter Exchanging

The main component of SysXCHG’s design is the ability to dynamically switch syscall filters, at runtime, in a secure manner. In contrast to the inheritance model (§2.2, §4.1), this exchange model authorizes a process’ allowed syscall set to grow or shrink according to the requirements of the currently executing program.
At a high-level, the filter exchanging design handles exec and manual filters differently, using exec filters to specify the maximum privilege of a program and manual filters to further refine the privileges based on developer intention (if needed). Notably, the design decisions that enable filter exchanging mainly apply to the kernel (with the exception of binary signing); the description of exec extraction and embedding in Section 4.1 remains unchanged. Given that, the remainder of this subsection details filter exchanging enforcement before moving on to discuss the security ramifications of allowing a process to potentially (but safely) increase its privileges. **Exchange Model Enforcement.** Unlike the inheritance model, where both exec and manual filters are considered equal and are installed to the same filter list in the kernel’s seccomp-BPF infrastructure, the exchange model *segregates* the two filter types, maintaining two distinct filter lists. The list of manual filters is inherited by child processes, preserved across execve[at], and append-only. In contrast, the list of exec filters is inherited by child processes, but it is reset (i.e., cleared) and repopulated on every invocation of execve[at]. Thus, manual filters can be thought of as working on a *process-level* granularity, while exec filters work on a *program-level* granularity. Preserving seccomp-BPF’s current inheritance model with manual filters is important as it allows for compatibility with legacy software and the intentions of developers.

When the system is in "steady state," after syscall filter extraction and embedding, a given binary can either carry an exec filter (in a `.filter` section) or not. We consider the latter case equivalent to the binary carrying an exec filter that allows all syscalls—i.e., no filtering should be performed. When a program is executed, the kernel first extracts any exec filters embedded in the binary. Next, the kernel removes all exec filters the previous program installed from the process’ exec filter list, and installs the new exec filters. In the case of a binary carrying no `.filter`, the previous exec filters are removed and none are installed in their place.

After installation, when a syscall is made, it is first filtered through the bitmap cache of the manual filters, followed by the bitmap cache of the exec filters, exiting early if both of the bitmap caches allowed the syscall. If the filtering result is still undecided, all of the manual filters are executed followed by all of the exec filter programs, and the most restrictive action is taken. Despite being maintained and administered separately, the execution of the two filter types is largely transparent to userland, appearing as a single list of filters, with one caveat: seccomp-BPF executes multiple filters in the reverse order that they are installed, so the presence of exec filters may alter this ordering.

In summary, the exchange model improves upon the inheritance model by giving each program only the syscalls they need to run correctly without consideration of process and program hierarchies. Ideally, a program’s exec filters would define a set of syscalls required for (benign) execution. Additional filtering, via manual filters, can further constrain the allowed set of syscalls; e.g., using configuration files to guide additional syscall set refinement [29].

**Security Considerations.** Exchanging filters when new programs are executed could allow an adversary to *increase* their privileges (i.e., the syscalls they can invoke). Namely, an adversary could do one of two things after exploiting the current program (assuming no manual filters are installed): (1) create a new, arbitrary program with no exec filter and execute it, or (2) modify or strip an existing binary’s embedded exec filter before executing it. Both cases result in an attacker-controlled process with an attacker-controlled syscall set, potentially allowing full access to the syscall API. SysXCHG addresses this privilege escalation by cryptographically binding policies to binaries with digital signatures, as shown in step (3) of Figure 2. We designed our system to be compatible with IMA/EVM, as this is a particularly convenient means for robust signature checking and readily available in the Linux kernel. However, our design is not restricted to only IMA/EVM; SysXCHG is agnostic to the underlying method used for binary signing and verification.

Offline, binaries are *measured* (i.e., hashed) and the measurements are signed with a private key and stored in the file’s security ima extended attribute. Further, a signature of the file’s extended attributes is stored in security evm. When the system is booted into appraiser mode (§2.4), opening an integrity-protected file triggers verification of the signatures in security ima, evm using a public key from the system’s keyring. If a file or its extended attributes have been tampered with, or lack a signature, verification will fail, and opening the file will be prohibited.

**Recap.** We now provide a summary of SysXCHG’s filter exchanging model using Figure 3 as reference. When a program X issues an execve syscall to run program Y (step (1)), the system traps to the kernel where the seccomp-BPF infrastructure checks whether the syscall (i.e., execve) is allowed, using the installed exec and manual filters (step (2)). If the execve is blocked, the appropriate blocked action is taken, as specified by the installed filters. If execve is allowed, the kernel’s IMA subsystem checks whether the requested program (i.e., Y) is signed (step (3)). Given a valid set of signatures in the file’s security ima, evm extended attributes, the kernel can perform the filter exchange, extracting Y’s exec filter(s) from its `.filter` section and replacing the list of previously installed exec filter(s) with new one(s) (step (4)). Finally, the execution of Y can commence. Importantly, all manual filters previously installed (e.g., by X) are preserved across the call to execve.

![Figure 3: SysXCHG enforcement under the exchange model.](image-url)
4.3 Performance Considerations
Recent work in syscall filtering with seccomp-BPF \cite{10, 18, 28, 29, 103} has focused on extracting and applying policies based solely on syscall numbers. Number-based filters are able to take advantage of seccomp-BPF's recent bitmap cache optimization (§2.2), avoiding the overhead of executing (potentially many) BPF programs with each syscall. That being said, the bitmap cache has two main performance shortcomings. First, when installing a seccomp-BPF program, the program must be emulated for all syscalls that were previously allowed (i.e., their number-index corresponds to a 1 in the bitmap) to determine if the resulting action is cacheable (i.e., SECCOMP_RET_ALLOW). Second, while the bitmap cache may prevent seccomp-BPF programs from running, multiple function calls are required to reach the seccomp kernel infrastructure and test the cache. Any additional code executed on such a hot path will result in performance degradation. To address these shortcomings, SysXCHG includes a feature called express filter (xfilter).

Initially, we designed xfilter as a "fast path" for enforcing number-based syscall policies with minimal kernel additions (when compared with the size and complexity of seccomp-BPF). While doing so, we realized that xfilter does not incur additional overhead while filtering and it benefits other settings performance-wise, such as filter install time. Thus, xfilter offers three benefits: (1) it reduces the syscall filtering footprint in the kernel, (2) it combats the aforementioned deficiencies in seccomp-BPF, and (3) it optimizes number-based syscall filtering.

xfilter facilitates process-level filtering by providing each process with a different view of the kernel’s syscall table, where handlers are replaced to provide filtering functionality. More specifically, every execution thread maintains a different view of the syscall table, which is used in place of the global syscall table when a syscall is invoked by the process. If no filter is installed, all handlers in the process’ syscall table will be set to their default value, as defined by the global syscall table. In contrast, when a filter is applied to a process’ syscall table, the handlers of filter-specified syscalls will be replaced with pointers to functions that perform filtering functionality.

xfilters are specified by a bit vector that can be computed prior to running a program, and they are installed with prctl or as an exec filter, embedded in an ELF binary’s .filter section. In both cases, xfilter offers an optimization of filter installation time over seccomp-BPF: xfilter can determine the allowed set of syscalls prior to a program running, whereas seccomp-BPF must resort to emulating filters at runtime to enable/populate its bitmap cache optimization. In brief, xfilter facilitates applying filters quickly.

xfilter & Inheritance Model. xfilter strives to have similar default behavior as seccomp-BPF. Specifically, xfilter allows for the "stacking" of multiple filters, always choosing the most restrictive action for a given syscall; e.g., if one filter allows a syscall and another blocks it, the syscall’s handler will correspond to the blocked syscall handler. Additionally, installed filters are inherited by a process’ children across invocations of [v]fork and clone. Filters are also preserved across execve[at] by default, implementing the inheritance model that only allows privileges to shrink.

xfilter & Exchange Model. To provide filter exchanging support, xfilter marks which syscalls were blocked by execve[at], and which were blocked by manual filters installed with prctl.

Compatibility with Seccomp-BPF. Our design of xfilter does not preclude the use of seccomp-BPF; a process can use both simultaneously. This allows for both filter interoperability and a separation of concerns, where filtering performance can be optimized: seccomp-BPF can be used to perform argument-based filtering and xfilter can perform number-based filtering, removing the need for seccomp-BPF’s bitmap cache.

Since seccomp-BPF filters currently provide more filtering functionality than xfilter, we do not anticipate that xfilter will entirely replace seccomp-BPF. Rather, we expect xfilter and seccomp-BPF to operate in tandem, adapting to certain environments and developer needs. In addition, future iterations of xfilter could support argument filtering via attaching small, targeted BPF programs to individual syscalls by adding a new dispatching handler at their slot in the per-process syscall table view that would run specific BPF program(s), validating arguments. This would stay in-line with the design philosophy of xfilter and provide an optimization to argument filtering—i.e., only small, packed BPF programs specifically associated with the currently invoked syscall are run instead of a generic seccomp-BPF program (or multiple) that apply to all syscalls. We plan on investigating this in the future.

An example of the interplay between seccomp-BPF and xfilter is given in Figure 4. In transition 1 a seccomp-BPF exec filter is installed when program B is executed. Subsequently (2), a seccomp-BPF-based manual filter is installed with the seccomp syscall; once this manual filter is installed, it persists throughout the lifetime of the process. When another program is executed that contains a seccomp-BPF exec filter (3) all currently installed exec filters are removed, and the new one is installed in their stead. The same is true of exec xfilters, as in (4), the previously installed seccomp-BPF exec filter is removed, and the new exec xfilter is installed. Transitions 5 – 6 perform the same task as 1 – 3 with xfilters instead of seccomp-BPF filters, illustrating that we maintain identical semantics across the two designs.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
System Support. We implemented SysXCHG atop the Linux kernel v6.0.8, which has support for syscall filtering with seccomp-BPF (including its bitmap cache optimization) and file integrity checking with IMA measurement and appraisal.

Syscall Policies. While our design of SysXCHG is agnostic to the method used to extract a syscall policy from a binary, our implementation uses sysfilter \cite{18}. sysfilter is a binary analysis framework that statically extracts a complete set of syscalls a program requires for benign execution. We chose this framework because it is: (1) able to work on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) binaries (i.e., no source code is required); (2) complete, preventing program breakage by forming a safe over-approximation of the allowed set of syscalls; and (3) scalable, as policies can be extracted on the order of seconds. Abbaya \cite{75}, Confine \cite{27}, Chestnut \cite{10}, etc., can easily be used in lieu of sysfilter, if necessary.
IMA Policy. To ensure the integrity of binaries prior to their execution, we validate the signatures stored in their security.{ima, evm} with IMA appraisal. Signature checking is performed with public keys (signed by the kernel’s built-in, trusted keys) loaded onto the system’s.{ima, evm} keyrings at boot.

To enable IMA appraisal, the system is rebooted with the kernel command-line option ima_appraise=enforce, and a policy is written to ima/policy in the securityfs pseudo file system. SysXCHG uses the following minimal policy: appraise func=BPRM_CHECK fgroup=997 appraise_type=imasig. This policy mandates that appraisal occurs for files that are about to be executed (BPRM_CHECK stands for “binary program check”) and are owned by a group ID (GID) equal to 997. Further, appraise_type=imasig specifies that the file must have a digital signature in its security.ima extended attribute, not just a hash of the file. This policy removes the obligation to measure and appraise all files on a given system—files that are not executed or do not match the specified GID are not subject to appraisal—improving performance and flexibility without hampering SysXCHG’s security guarantees. An approach similar to this is how we envision SysXCHG to be used in practice: it will be applied selectively in critical program-execution “chains.”

We additionally enable EVM by writing to the evm pseudo file in securityfs; unlike IMA, EVM requires no command-line options to activate. Thus, the net result of this is that any program that is executed is ensured to be tamper-free having been approved during a trusted, offline phase.

5.1 Offline Tooling

We created a tool called sysembed to generate exec filters and add them to ELF binaries as a new section:.filter. It consists of ≈ 330 LOC (Python, Bash, and C). The inputs to the tool include the binary file to be protected, a JSON file specifying the syscall numbers to include in the filter (e.g., the output of sysfilter [18]), and the type of filter to generate: either seccomp-BPF or xfilter. For seccomp-BPF, sysembed: (1) extracts the syscall numbers from the JSON file, (2) constructs a seccomp-BPF program using a skip list-based approach (as in sysfilter), (3) writes the BPF program as a struct sock_fprog to a temporary file, before (4) using objcopy to embed the filter as an additional section in the input binary. We use the -set-section-flags option of objcopy to specify that the section should be read-only and not mapped into the program’s address space. The process of embedding an xfilter is similar, only differing in the filter generation stage, creating a bit vector of allowed/block syscalls rather than a BPF program. After a filter is embedded in a binary, we use the command-line tool evmctl [63] to add IMA and EVM signatures to the binary’s extended attributes.

We automated the steps of the offline tooling process above, in addition to generating syscall sets with sysfilter, in ≈ 100 LOC of Bash. Thus, (with or without our script) minimal developer effort is required to enable SysXCHG protection for a given binary. The offline process is typically performed once for a given binary; although if the binary is subsequently modified, enforcement will need to be performed again. In the best case, where modifications do not affect the binary’s syscall set, nor its embedded filter(s), only updating the binary’s signature is required. In the worst case, all offline steps must be performed again. While enforcing the benchmark applications (§6.1), we observed that embedding filters and signing binaries are performant while extracting syscall sets is a bottleneck. However, since SysXCHG’s design makes no assumptions about the syscall extraction method, different tools can be substituted with sysfilter to further optimize performance if necessary.

5.2 Kernel Modifications

Our prototype of SysXCHG extends Linux kernel v6.0.8 with ≈ 600 LOC in C, added mainly to its seccomp-BPF infrastructure, ELF execution/loading, prctl syscall, and syscall handling pathway. Roughly half of the additions (≈ 300 LOC) went towards implementing xfilter, while the other half went towards extending seccomp-BPF with SysXCHG.

Handling exec Filters. We modified the kernel’s binary loading code to search for the existence of a .filter section in ELF files while setting up a new program’s address space. If the kernel finds a .filter section, it extracts it, formats it according to the filter type (e.g., seccomp-BPF versus xfilter), and installs it as specified by the enabled install model (i.e., inheritance versus exchange). Although our explanation of exec filters describes a single ELF filter section called .filter, in practice we use separate section names to signify different exec filter types to simplify our implementation. To implement the former, a small header of one byte can be prepended to filters in the .filter section denoting up to 256 unique filter types and flags (e.g., a seccomp-BPF filter with flag SECCOMP_FILTER_FLAG_SPEC_ALLOW to disable speculative store bypass mitigations for the filter program).
**seccomp-BPF.** The changes we made to the seccomp-BPF infrastructure to handle exec filters and both the inheritance and exchange models are minimal, resulting in ≈ 150 lines of additional code. For the inheritance model, after the kernel extracts a seccomp-BPF exec filter from an ELF binary, it installs it using the standard seccomp-BPF installation pathway. This simplicity is the result of the inheritance model making no distinction between exec and manual filters once they are in the kernel’s internal representation. In contrast, to support the exchange model, SysXCHG creates separate lists of installed filters for exec and manual filters, as well as separate bitmap caches. When a new exec filter is installed, SysXCHG first clears the exec filter list and corresponding bitmap cache before repopulating them with the new program’s filter.

**xfilter.** We represent xfilters in our implementation as a bit vector. As with seccomp-BPF filters, xfilters can be installed either manually with `prctl`, or automatically, as exec filters.

Every process in the kernel is represented by a struct `task_`, which we modify to include an additional struct that contains a pointer to a view of a task-specific syscall table as well as a reference count. In the case that no xfilters are installed, the syscall table pointer refers to the global syscall table. When an xfilter is installed for the first time, a copy of the global syscall table is created, and the task’s syscall table pointer is made to point to the copy, where filter installation will occur. If the task’s syscall table pointer does not refer to the global syscall table (i.e., an xfilter was previously installed), then its reference count is checked. If the count is one—i.e., only this process uses this syscall table—, filtering can proceed on the current syscall table without copying. If the count is greater than one—i.e., multiple processes share this syscall table as a result of `fork` or `clone`—, the current syscall table is copied, and filter installation is done on the copy.

In the inheritance model, when a filter is installed on a syscall table, the function pointers in it (that correspond to blocked syscalls) are replaced with a pointer to a function that handles the illegal syscall. Similar to seccomp-BPF, exec and manual filters are treated equally in the inheritance model: they both can only reduce the set of allowed syscalls. Our implementation achieves this by never allowing a process to restore syscall handlers in its syscall table once they have been replaced with the illegal syscall handler.

In the exchange model, exec and manual filters are treated differently. To differentiate which entries in a given syscall table are blocked by exec and manual filters, we employ different illegal syscall handlers for each, called `exec_blocked_syscall` and `man_blocked_syscall`, respectively. When a manual filter is installed, we replace the handlers of any blocked syscalls with the `man_blocked_syscall` handler. In contrast, when an exec filter is installed, for each blocked syscall, we check whether it was previously blocked by a manual filter using pointer equality to compare the given syscall’s handler with the address of `man_blocked_syscall`. No action is taken in the event that the syscall was previously blocked by an manual filter. In all other cases, the illegal syscall handler for exec filters, `exec_blocked_syscall`, can replace the current handler. Likewise, when a given syscall is allowed by an exec filter, we can restore the syscall’s original handler (if it was previously blocked) if a manual filter did not block it. Thus, this mechanism allows differentiation of filter types and ultimately enables filter exchanging for filters of type xfilter.

### 6 EVALUATION

**Testbed.** We evaluated SysXCHG on a host equipped with an Intel Xeon W-2145 8-core (16-thread) processor and 64GB of DDR4 memory, running Debian v11 (bullseye) Linux with kernel v6.0.8. In order to reduce benchmarking noise and assist with reproducibility, the CPU was configured to run at a fixed frequency of 3.7GHz in the C0 C-state, with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (Intel Turbo Boost, Intel SpeedStep) disabled. To match common, real-world settings, we enabled both simultaneous multithreading and ASLR, and we built all binaries as position-independent (`-fPIE`, `PIE`, `-pie`). Finally, when installing seccomp-BPF filters (via `prctl`, seccomp, or as an exec filter) the `SECCOMP_FILTER_FLAG_SPEC` filter flag was always set to disable speculative store bypass mitigations (i.e., SysXCHG filters are considered to be non-adversarial).

#### 6.1 Performance

**6.1.1 Inheritance Model.** We first evaluated the performance of SysXCHG under the inheritance model (i.e., no filter exchanging) by running a set of real-world and synthetic benchmarks. Regarding the latter, we chose the SPEC CPU 2017 benchmark suite to measure the performance impact of the two different filter installation methods (for both seccomp-BPF filters and xfilters): (1) manual filter installation via invoking `prctl/seccomp` in the constructor of a dynamic shared object (DSO), which is the main binary loads (in `sysfilter` [18]); and (2) exec filter installation, which uses the kernel to extract and install embedded filters (§4.1). Notably, under the inheritance model, manual and exec filters are treated equally after installation: seccomp-BPF maintains both manual and exec filters in the same append-only, kernel-resident list of filters, and xfilter only allows syscalls to be removed from a process’ view of the syscall table. The results of this experiment are reported in Table 1 (≈0% corresponds to < 0.01%). In general, the SPEC CPU 2017 benchmark programs only invoke `execve[at]` once at the beginning of the benchmark, resulting in ≈ 1 filter installation. Hence, the contribution of filter installation to the overall performance impact in these benchmarks is minimal; we examine installation more thoroughly in Section 6.1.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Seccomp-BPF</th>
<th>xfilter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Exec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600.perlbench_s</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602.gcc_s</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605.mconf_s</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620.omnetpp_s</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623.xalan_cmlmk_s</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625.x264_s</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>631.deepsjeng_s</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641.leela_s</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657.xz_s</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619.lbm_s</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638.imagick_s</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644.nab_s</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly, for the real-world application benchmark results (Table 2), start-up time (incl. filter installation) is not measured at all, and thus we omit manual filter installation and default to exec filters only. Overall, our results regarding the inheritance model demonstrate that xfilter performs equal to (or better than) seccomp-BPF when filtering is being performed. For SPEC CPU 2017 (Table 1), overheads range from ~0% to 3.6% for xfilter, and ~0% to 0.44% for seccomp-BPF. The real-world applications (Table 2) exhibit a slightly higher overhead, ranging from ~0% to 1.11% for xfilter and ~0% to 1.08% for seccomp-BPF. Table 1 shows that there is a negligible difference between manual and exec installation times, suggesting a performant exec filter implementation.

**SPEC CPU 2017.** We use the 12 C/C++ benchmarks from the SPEC CPU 2017 SPECspeed Integer and Floating Point suites [7] to evaluate the runtime slowdown of SysXCHG for both xfilter and seccomp-BPF filter types. For each enforcement variant in Table 1 (col. 2–5), we averaged the results of 10 iterations of the ref workload, and report the performance impact as a percentage atop a baseline that performs no syscall filtering. The results show negligible performance degradation in the range of 0%–0.14%, and 0%–0.44% for seccomp-BPF manual, and exec filter installation methods, respectively; and 0%–0.38%, and 0%–0.36%, for xfilter manual, and exec filter installation methods, respectively. This demonstrates the performance improvement that can indeed be achieved with xfilter acting as a filtering shortcut.

**Real-world Applications.** To understand SysXCHG’s performance impact in a realistic setting, we benchmarked four popular real-world applications: Nginx (v1.22.1) [73], Redis (v6.0.16) [85], MariaDB (v10.5.18) [68], and SQLite (v3.34.1) [97]. Results, averaged over 20 runs, are shown as a percentage atop a baseline that performs no syscall filtering in Table 2.

- **Nginx:** We measured the effects of xfilter and seccomp-BPF filters on the throughput of Nginx using the wrk [32] benchmarking tool to generate simultaneous, continuous HTTP requests to Nginx over a 1-minute period for three different file sizes (filled with random data): 1KB, 100KB, and 1MB. To ensure I/O did not mask SysXCHG’s overhead, we ran Nginx and wrk on the same host and connected them over the loopback (lo) virtual network interface. We also tuned the benchmark for each file size to maximize CPU utilization. For all of the file sizes, wrk ran with 8 threads of execution, and with each thread making 64 simultaneous HTTP requests. For the 1KB and 100KB file sizes, Nginx ran with 8 worker threads, while for the 1MB file size it ran with 4.

The overhead of seccomp-BPF filtering ranges from 0.54%–1.08%, while the overhead of xfilter ranges from 0.07%–1.11%. Notably, our results show the worst-case. If the CPU is not saturated, I/O will mask any performance degradation resulting from SysXCHG.

- **Redis:** We used the memtier_benchmark [84] to generate a realistic workload for Redis consisting of a 1-minute stream of SET and GET requests (1 : 10 ratio) on a 32-byte object. Both memtier_benchmark and Redis ran on the same host and performed I/O over 10. We ran memtier_benchmark with 3 threads, each simulating 16 clients making simultaneous requests to drive the execution of a single redis-server thread, and we verified that these settings maximized the CPU utilization of the redis-server thread. The throughput degradation of xfilter and seccomp-BPF is negligible at 0.26% and 0.53%, respectively; xfilter is (slightly) better.

- **MariaDB:** We evaluated the throughput reduction in MariaDB using a simulated OLTP workload (oltp_read_write) generated by sysbench [55]. Similar to the other networked benchmarks, MariaDB and sysbench ran on the same host and communicated over 10. Each benchmark run lasted 5 minutes, wherein sysbench made simultaneous requests using 6 threads on a database consisting of a single table of 2M rows. We largely followed MariaDB’s recommended settings for benchmarking with sysbench [67], with a small number of modifications to ensure CPU utilization was high and I/O was not shadowing results. Specifically, we used 75% of our machine’s RAM (48GB) for the buffer pool, 512MB for the log buffer (~11MB per GB of the buffer pool), and 12GB for the log file size (25% of the buffer pool). The impact of xfilter and seccomp-BPF on MariaDB’s throughput is inconsequential at 0.50% and 0.80%, respectively. Again, xfilter is (slightly) better than seccomp-BPF.

- **SQLite:** We used SQLite’s Speedtest benchmark [96] to measure the runtime increase of xfilter and seccomp-BPF across a series of standard database operations. We used an in-memory database for our evaluation, and the benchmark’s default options. Our results show the performance overhead of SysXCHG is unnoticeable.

### 6.1.2 Exchange Model

We next evaluated the performance of SysXCHG’s exchange model (§4.2) using the suite of benchmarks from PaSH [46], and both seccomp-BPF and xfilter. Specifically, we used nearly the entire suite of PaSH benchmarks, excluding only correctness tests (i.e., the POSIX test suite) and PaSH-specific micro-benchmarks. The included benchmarks represent real-world use-cases of processes that invoke execve[at] multiple times throughout their lifetime and that of their children, providing insights about the performance overhead contributed by filter exchanging and signature verification. In other words, while the PaSH benchmark suite was originally created to measure shell script performance, the programs within execute other programs in a hierarchical manner that is conducive to evaluating filter exchanging. In terms of signature verification, prior to running the benchmarks, we signed all executed (filter-carrying) binary programs with IMA and EVM signatures, and during benchmarking, we appraised the binaries before their execution using trusted X.509 public key certificates to verify both the IMA and EVM signatures. Further, we chose the smallest dataset for all benchmarks to reduce the chance of I/O masking any performance overhead. The results of 20 runs of this experiment are shown in Table 3 as a percentage increase atop a vanilla baseline (≈0% corresponds to < 0.01%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Seccomp-BPF</th>
<th>xfilter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nginx (1KB)</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx (100KB)</td>
<td>0.54%</td>
<td>1.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx (1MB)</td>
<td>1.07%</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis (GET)</td>
<td>0.53%</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis (SET)</td>
<td>0.53%</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>0.80%</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
<td>≈0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall, our results demonstrate that performing filter exchanging (including verifying signed binaries) using seccomp-BPF filters and xfilters results in marginal runtime overhead for the programs we consider macrobenchmarks (i.e., every benchmark except Common Unix One-liners), ranging from ≥0% to 2.74% for seccomp-BPF and ≥0% to 1.71% for xfilter (col. 2–3; Table 3). Exchanging using xfilter is, on average, more performant than seccomp-BPF, which is clearly highlighted by the microbenchmark Common Unix One-liners, where seccomp-BPF overheads get as high as 7.81%, while xfilter only gets as high as 3.39%.

- **Common Unix One-liners**: This PaSH microbenchmark consists of a set of popular shell scripts that contain common Unix idioms, which can be run with a small dataset of ≈1MB. The programs all spawn multiple children that subsequently execve[at] to set up pipelines to process the input data, all of which run on the order of milliseconds. We consider these workloads informative of the time it takes to exchange filters during execve[at] in addition to filtering syscalls. Rows 2–11 in Table 3 detail the results of each individual one-liner for xfilter and seccomp-BPF filter exchanging. Overall, xfilter consistently outperforms seccomp-BPF; overheads associated with xfilter range from ≥0% to 3.30%, while those of seccomp-BPF are greater, ranging from 1.42% to 7.81%.

- **Others**: The remainder of the PaSH benchmarks (rows 12–25 in Table 3) provides insights about the overhead associated with other common, real-world programs that are subject to multiple filter exchanges. While the overhead of exchanging seccomp-BPF filters and xfilters is small in both cases, being ≤2.84% and ≤1.71%, respectively, xfilter generally performs better than seccomp-BPF. In all but 3 cases, xfilter outperforms seccomp-BPF, and in those 3 cases, the difference between the two is negligible (≤0.19%).

### 6.1.3 Installation Time

To determine the installation speedup we achieve with xfilter over seccomp-BPF—both with and without the bitmap cache optimization—we constructed a microbenchmark to measure filter installation time of SPEC CPU 2017 and the real-world applications. The microbenchmark uses rdtscp to measure the time it takes to complete a manual filter installation. In order to reduce benchmarking noise, we pin the microbenchmark to a "quiet" CPU thread before timing its critical section.

Figure 5 shows the results of our microbenchmark across 10,000 installation iterations of xfilter as well as seccomp-BPF with and without the bitmap cache optimization, and with linear and skiplist-based filtering approaches [18]. Knowing the set of allowed and blocked syscalls prior to installing a filter, as is the case with xfilter, can greatly reduce filter installation time, ranging from ≥76% to ≥97%. Additionally, disabling seccomp-BPF’s bitmap cache significantly decreases installation time ranging from ≥29% to ≥36% for skiplist-based filters and ≥73% to ≥78% for linear-based filters. This reduction is the result of removing the BPF program emulation for every syscall that is required to populate the bitmap cache.

### 6.2 Effectiveness

The primary objective of SysXCHG, as described in Section 4, is to provide a syscall filtering enforcement mechanism that reduces both the attack surface of the kernel and access to unnecessary OS functionality (from the userland). The main component of SysXCHG’s design that enables this is filter exchanging, which performs syscall filtering in accordance to the PoLP. The remainder of this section evaluates how effective SysXCHG is at realizing these two claims using the PaSH [46] benchmark suite, as shown in Table 4 (that describes the execve[at] relationships in the PaSH benchmarks). For example, the Common Unix One-liners benchmark shortest-scripts (row 6) initially runs bash (depth = 1; col. 2) which spawns multiple child processes that execve other programs, contributing to over-privilege described in col. 7 (§6.2.1) and col. 8–9 (§6.2.2).
### Table 4: Over-privilege of programs executed in the PaSH benchmark suite. Over-privilege percentage (col. 7) is calculated via \( \frac{\text{Over-privilege}}{\text{Total Syscalls}} \cdot 100 \) where \( x = \text{Exchange} \) (col. 6) and \( y = \text{Inheritance} \) (col. 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Unix One-liners</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>45.24% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r) path chown fattr id proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>diff</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>29.76% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r) path fattr id proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>nfa-regex</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>19.05% ✓</td>
<td>stdio path id proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>set-diff</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>29.76% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r) path fattr id proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>shortest-scripts</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>28.57% ✓</td>
<td>stdio path fattr id proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>xargs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.96% ✓</td>
<td>stdio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>xargs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17.65% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,t,m) path fattr proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sort-sort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>21.43% ✓</td>
<td>stdio idproc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>21.43% ✓</td>
<td>stdio idproc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>spell</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>26.19% ✓</td>
<td>stdio idproc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>top-n</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>36.90% ✓</td>
<td>stdio chown fattr id proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>wfl</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>22.62% ✓</td>
<td>stdio idproc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell Labs Unix50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>47.62% ✓</td>
<td>stdio path chown fattr id proc vminfo unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 Transit Analytics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>41.67% ✓</td>
<td>stdio chown fattr id proc vminfo unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural-Language Processing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>52.38% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,r,w,tm) path chown fattr id proc vminfo unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA Weather Analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>69.05% ✓</td>
<td>stdio chown (c,r) path fattr flock id proc protexec vminfo unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>xargs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>113.73% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,r,m) path fattr flock id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13.24% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r) chown fattr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia Web Indexing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>73.81% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r,w,tm) path chown fattr id proc protexec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Processing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>63.10% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,r) path chown fattr id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Processing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>105.95% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,r,w) path chown fattr flock id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Inference</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>53.57% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (r,w,tm) path chown fattr id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Log Analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>42.86% ✓</td>
<td>stdio path chown fattr id proc vminfo unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCAP Log Analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>60.71% ✓</td>
<td>stdio path chown fattr id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>22.06% ✓</td>
<td>rpnpd idproc stdio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genomics Computation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>51.19% ✓</td>
<td>stdio path chown fattr id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>47.62% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,r) path chown fattr id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>33.33% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,r) path chown fattr id proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUR Package Compilation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>109.52% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r,w,tm) path chown fattr id proc protexec vminfo unix inet settletime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>make</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>20.94% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r,w,tm) path chown fattr id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>collect2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>66.22% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r) path chown fattr id proc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102.94% ✓</td>
<td>stdio (c,d,r,w,tm) path chown fattr id proc protexec unix inet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two of the children the initial bash process spawns execute xargs (depth = 2; rows 7–8), which further execute other programs, justifying their place in the table. Col. 4 corresponds to the number of different programs execve’ed from each “root” (col. 3) program. At a high-level, any program that executes another has the potential to violate the PoLP in the inheritance model.

Overall, SysXCHG’s exchange model is extremely effective, offering a huge improvement over the currently deployed inheritance model. For the PaSH benchmark suite, the inheritance model can result in up to 109.54% additional syscalls for a program atop what the program needs for isolated execution (i.e., no consideration for subsequently executed programs). This huge increase, which includes a plethora of functionality as well as critical syscalls, drops to 0% when employing the exchange model.

#### 6.2.1 Kernel Attack Surface Reduction

An adversary (§3) that has taken control of a userland process—and thus has the ability to make arbitrary syscalls with arbitrary arguments—may seek to escalate their privileges by attacking the kernel, exploiting vulnerabilities in less-stressed syscalls [61]. Since it is infeasible to deduce a priori whether a given syscall and set of arguments can result in a vulnerability, we consider the magnitude of the reduction in a process’ set of allowed syscalls a viable metric for determining SysXCHG’s ability to reduce the attack surface of the kernel.

We applied this metric to PaSH and detail our findings in col. 7 of Table 4. For a given root program (col. 3), we calculated the total number of syscalls that must be allowed by filtering mechanisms under the inheritance model to provide correct, non-adversarial execution of itself and any descendant programs it executes (col. 5).
In addition to the number of syscalls allowed, we also show the corresponding percentage increase of syscalls (col. 7) atop what the exchange model requires (col. 6)—in this case, the exchange model represents the minimum number of syscalls the given root program requires for benign execution when run in isolation (i.e., without considering any descendant programs).

To calculate the percentage increase, we use the formula: \( \frac{y - x}{x} \times 100 \) where \( x = \) Exchange (col. 6) and \( y = \) Inheritance (col. 5). As an example, consider the root of Audio Processing (i.e., bash). When run under the currently-employed inheritance model, the root must allow 173 syscalls to accommodate its descendants, despite only requiring 84 for its own execution.

The exchange model enables the root to securely run with its minimum required set of 84 allowed syscalls, while the inheritance model mandates the root allow 173 syscalls, a 105.95% increase in over-privilege, which is significant.

6.2.2 Privilege Reduction. In addition to our quantitative approach to evaluate SysXCHG’s effect on the kernel’s attack surface, we also take a qualitative approach to evaluate the ability of SysXCHG’s exchange model to limit dangerous functionality that is normally available to an attacker when the inheritance model is employed.

Given the set of syscalls that the inheritance model allows, and which the exchange model blocks (i.e., the syscall set allowed by the inheritance model minus the set allowed by the exchange model), we determine the additional abilities the attacker has at their disposal as well as whether any of these syscalls are security critical.

To determine the former, we use the classifications (i.e., “promises”) established by OpenBSD’s p1edge [66], which restricts the syscalls a process can make based on OS functionality. To determine the latter, we use the definition of critical syscalls (and their functional equivalents; e.g., open~openat) by Ghavamnia et al. [28], which considers a given syscall as critical if it shows up in real-world exploits. Together, these two metrics provide a qualitative view of the danger of the inheritance model, which is abated by SysXCHG.

Attacker Abilities. There are 165 unique syscalls across all PaSH benchmarks that are available to an attacker as a result of the inheritance model. Out of these, 82 map directly to a syscall in OpenBSD that is classified in a p1edge promise. For the remaining 83 syscalls, we manually classified them according to similar semantics (e.g., fsync is classified as stdio, so we manually classified fdatasync as stdio as well).

Using this classification of syscalls to abilities, we categorized the type(s) of functionality available to an attacker under the inheritance model, as shown in column 9 of Table 4. In other words, by using SysXCHG’s exchange model in place of the inheritance model, an attacker’s capabilities would be limited in the areas of functionality described in column 9.

Critical Syscalls. We examined each row of Table 4 to determine whether any syscalls that are available to a process due to the inheritance model are security critical according to the classification of Ghavamnia et al. [28]. Our results are shown in column 8 of Table 4. The vast majority of programs run under the inheritance model in the PaSH benchmark suite include security critical syscalls, providing an adversary with dangerous abilities, and motivating the necessity of the exchange model.

7 CONCLUSION

We presented the design and implementation of SysXCHG: a syscall filtering enforcement mechanism that enables programs to run in accordance with the PoLP. We introduced a new primitive, the exec filter, which is embedded in the binary it applies to and is automatically installed upon execve(at). Using exec filters we detailed the main thrust of the paper: the exchange model, which contrasts with seccomp-BPF’s currently employed inheritance model, by allowing a program to exchange a previously installed exec filter with its current one. We still maintained developer-intended semantics with manual filters, which do not have the ability to be uninstalled or exchanged. To combat security concerns of an adversary tampering with exec filters and increasing their privilege, we sign filter-carrying binaries using Linux’s IMA subsystem. Additionally, we identified a shortcoming of seccomp-BPF’s filter installation procedure, which we remedied with the design of xfilt: a process-specific view of the kernel’s syscall table.

In our evaluation of SysXCHG we: (1) measured the performance overhead of exec filters, filter exchanging, and xfilt; and (2) assessed the effectiveness of our design from a security standpoint. Our performance evaluation demonstrated the effects of filter exchanging are negligible, resulting in \( \leq 2.74\% \) and \( \leq 1.71\% \) for seccomp-BPF and xfilt, respectively, for the PaSH macrobenchmarks. However, the PaSH microbenchmark revealed that xfilt performs significantly better (\( \approx 3.30\% \)) than seccomp-BPF (\( \approx 7.81\% \)). Further, we showed that xfilt offers a substantial speedup for filter installation, ranging from \( \approx 76\% \) to \( \approx 96\% \). Lastly, our effectiveness evaluation determined that programs that execute others are grossly over-privileged under the inheritance model. In contrast, the design of SysXCHG’s exchange model removes all of the over-privilege associated with the inheritance model, providing a performant and effective scheme.

Availability

Our prototype implementation of SysXCHG is available at: https://gitlab.com/brown-sdl/sysxchg
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